
Spring, 2016 
 
Greetings: 
 
 
I am certainly glad you have decided to participate in this summer’s AP Chemistry workshop at Western 
Kentucky University. I have always enjoyed the hospitality I have received in Bowling Green from the whole 
staff and the participants.  Even though it certainly is not as pleasant a change from the sweltering heat that we 
always get in Florida, my home state, the weather will still be a change for me.  I look forward to sharing it with 
you in our sessions. 
 
I know that we will both learn more chemistry from our conversations, both in class, and during the lunch 
hours. This will help us realize that the challenges we face in starting this new task are actually faced by each 
and every one of us each year. 
 
During the workshop, we will concentrate on the characteristics of a good AP chemistry course and how to 
implement the changes required by the new curriculum. Our discussions will emphasize the quality and quantity 
of the material we need to present to make our students successful in this very difficult course. I will not have a 
lot of time to do detailed concept review of every facet of the curriculum. Instead I will try to focus on four or 
five of the major areas of the curriculum that are usually new to the advanced placement student.  We will even 
have a few discussions concern the changes to the course description we work from for this course. We will do 
this by using a typical textbook presentation and from lab experiments both simple and complicated.  
 
If you would like to include more information about another topic or concept, we will take time to allow for 
discussion of your individual concerns. I plan to emphasize the link between concepts and laboratory exercises 
during the week. Because of this, you might want to bring your own copy of a lab manual, textbook and a TI-
graphing calculator and a computer( your smart phone or tablet will do nicely) to the workshop. If you 
wish to bring activities or gifts to share (or cookies, they are always welcome) please feel free to do so. There is 
always time to learn how some other teacher has succeeded in an area that has presented a special challenge or 
an opportunity for our students. PLEASE BRING SAFETY GLASSES so that you can participate in the 
experiments! 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Jim Cortez 
 
Chemistry Instructor(retired) 
The Bolles School 

Helpful materials to have available: 
The Advanced Placement Chemistry Course Description at: 
http://apcentral.collegeboard.com 
The Official Version of the 2016 Exam 
Please do this before we get started: 
http://apcentral.collegeboard.com/apc/public/repository/ap11_chem_frq.pdf 
and please login to the course homepage to join the AP Community group      http://apcentral.collegeboard.com/ 
 


